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Introduction – The Evolution of Food Design and 
Creation

The world of food product development as a serious effort is 
approximately 100 years old, although there are no seminal events 
that can really be said to usher in this period. Historians might look 
at the development of canning by Nicholas Appert as a key event in 
food preservation, one demarcated by the creation of a specific piece 
of technology. When we look for such a key event for the commercial 
design and development of food products, we might look at the origin 
of various historically well know processed foods, such as condiments, 
cereals, and the like. Those, however, are simply single events, 
commercial ones, which show the gradual evolution of processed 
foods.

A better marker of processed foods may come from the efforts 
by companies to determine the perceptions and preferences of 
their customers, subjective aspects which could guide the creation 
and manipulation of foods. With this revised viewpoint regarding 
processed food, it would be reasonable to point to the 1930’s ad 
1940’s, to the seminal work of the Arthur D. Little Inc., group in 
Acorn Park, MA. In a westerly part of Cambridge, and in so doing 
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to the work of Stanley Cairncross, Loren B Sjostrom and others [1]. 
Their creation of the Flavor Profile system reflects the effort to guide 
product development by creating foods which possessed specific 
and presumably desired sensory characteristics. Indeed, one of their 
papers was proudly titled ‘What makes flavor leadership? [2].

The history of food product design and creation, moving from 
foods available to foodstuff created by science and technology, moved 
into the world of statistics, design, and experiments. Early work on 
statistics by Joan Gordon called ‘response surface design’ [3] was 
expanded upon by author Howard Moskowitz to create many products 
in the 1970’s through the 1990’s, such as variations of Prego [4], 
Tropicana Grovestand Orange Juice [5], and even optimized mixtures 
of sweeteners incorporating Aspartame [6]. In those early experiments 
with mixtures of ingredients, the ingredients were primarily complete 
foods, such as amount of tomato sauce or size of tomato chunks for the 
case of Prego (and a year before, for Ragu as well, but with different 
ingredients). When it was time to optimize Vlasic pickles, to produce 
the lie of 1-4, culminating in Zesty, to become a best-selling pickle 
in the United States, the ingredients were again natural condiments, 
such as salt, acid, pepper. A finally, for Tropicana Grovestand Orange 
Juice, the variables were amounts of different types of orange juice 

Abstract

200 respondents, half from the United States and half from the United Kingdom each evaluated unique sets of 24 vignettes about their attitudes towards 
ultra processed foods. The vignettes were constructed from 16 different elements (messages), with 2-4 messages from the 16 incorporated into a vignette, 
specified by an underlying experimental design. The 16 elements were generated through AI (artificial intelligence, Idea Coach), dealing with different 
aspects of ultra processed food, messages meaningful to a consumer. Each respondent rated her or his specific, unique set of 24 vignettes using a 
two-dimensional, five-point scale, one dimension of the scale dealing with want to quit eating vs. do not want to quit eating the food (key dependent 
variable), and the second dimension of the scale dealing with the belief versus non-belief that the food was addictive. No strong messages emerged for 
the total panel, or by country. A few strong messages emerged by gender and age. Strong messages emerged when the 200 respondents were clustered 
by the 200 patterns of coefficients, one pattern per respondent. The 200 patterns emerged from the respondent-level equation relating the 16 elements to 
rating of ‘want to stop eating the food.’ After performing k-means clustering on the patterns, three mind-sets emerged that were: Mind Set 1 of 3 – Focus 
on the negative effects, especially eating patterns and effects on the body; Mind Set 2 of 3 – Focus on scare tactics, using well-known issues. Mind Set 3 of 
3 – Focus on food as giving pleasure and then causing addiction. The approach shows that topics like social attitudes can harness the power of using AI 
to generate ideas in a directed fashion through question and answer (Idea Coach), followed by empirical testing of the ideas with real people, and final 
summarizations of the results by the researcher aided once again by AI.
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amount of natural pulp, etc. The common them here was that in the 
period of 1970’s to 1990’s, the notion of ‘processed food’ turned out 
to be the combination of normal ingredients. The driving force was 
the demand by the president of the company to create a good testing, 
normal product [7].

In those halcyon years, 1970’s to around 2020, the issue of 
a ‘processed’ food was a non-event. There may have been some 
issues, but the number of publications devoted to the topic of ‘ultra-
processed food’ was stable. Table 1 shows the number of hits for the 
term ‘ultra processed food’, and then ‘food as addiction’. Many of 
the papers emerging from this focus deal with the linkage of ultra-
processed foods to emerging health issues world-wide, such as obesity 
[8-12]. Other papers simply focus on responses to ultra processed 
foods as part of the evolution of the way people eat, including eating 
as an addiction, or at least some foods as addicting [13]. Beyond the 
emotionally tinged word ‘addicting’ lies the full gamut of different 
ways that people eat, the nature of the knowledge of food wants and 
desires, as well as the desire to use such information to educate the 
consuming public, which comprises just about everyone [14,15].

It is not the focus of this paper to delve into the reasons for 
the emergence of ultra processed food, other than to remark on 
the ‘processization’ of product design and development. From the 
author’s experiment since 1975, one change has been that the call for 
new products is not the job of the person at the top,. But rather of 
middle managers, often MBA’s, and often working by the numbers 
Whereas in the 1970s and 1980’s the senior management would be 
at meetings, and the product developers and consumer researchers 
were encouraged to explore ways of getting ‘better tasting food to 
the consumer’, the more recent experiences suggest ‘management by 
objectives.’ The goal is to work with ingredient and flavor suppliers to 
get cost=effective ingredients that can be blended into one’s product, 
to achieve an adequate score with consumers as reported by market 
researchers who hand off the task to approved suppliers, and the 
measurement of success. There is precious little profound knowledge 
about how products are formulated to appeal to different tastes, and 
a lack of understanding of the precise messaging which entice the 
consumer.

The unhappy outcome of the former situation, evolving from 
producing products tasting good at a cutting to blending according 
to nutrition, stability, has end up discarding the exciting times when 
products are tasted, and when the product developers are pushed to 
make may products, and test them to find out just what wins. The 
process has been routinized, less exploratory, far less able to break out 

of the bounds, and simply hamstrung to produce a modest change so 
that a brand manager can produce another product quickly to add to 
the resume, planning for the next job. And there is a decrease in the 
systematic knowledge, information that could be put into a ‘book’ or 
computer program, to simulate new products.

Delving into the Mind of the Person

This paper moves away from the issues of ultra processed foods 
from the point of view of experts discussing its ramifications. Rather, 
this paper focuses on the mind of a typical individua, when presented 
with the various messages about ultra processed food. How do people 
respond to these messages. The objective is to move from the surface 
response that would be obtained in a simple survey, and instead 
dive below that surface to find out how people truly feel when they 
are unable to ‘game’ the survey by choosing the politically correct 
response, or at least the response that they perceive is the ‘right one.’

The approach used is known as Mind Genomics, an emerging 
branch of experimental psychology with the objective of measuring 
the subjective impact of messages presented to the respondent, and by 
so doing metricize thought [16-19].

The process of Mind Genomics is simple, and direct. The 
respondent is presented with structured combinations of elements, 
viz., messages, in short, easy to read vignettes (combinations) 
comprising 2-4 messages for each vignette. The combinations are 
created by an underlying experimental design, a plan, which specifies 
the components of each vignette. For this particular study, each 
respondent will evaluate a set of 24 vignettes, with each vignette 
different from every other vignette. IN the end, the respondents will 
each evaluate unique sets of vignettes. From the pattern of their ratings, 
it will be straightforward to estimate how each element or message 
drove the response for that individual respondent. Mind Genomics as 
a science enables the researcher to explore a topic, as long as the topic 
can be dimensionalized into different elements, or phrases.

Mind Genomics emerged from the confluence of three disciplines. 
The first discipline is psychophysics, the oldest branch of experiential 
psychology, whose focus is on relating the stimulus properties to 
how they are perceived. The second discipline is statistics, and 
more specifically experimental design, with the focus of laying out 
the proper combinations of stimuli to create the aforementioned 
‘vignettes.’ The correct layout enables the researcher to use statistics 
such as OLS (ordinary least squares) regression and cluster analysis 
to identify meaningful patterns. The third discipline is consumer 
research, which focuses on the world of the everyday. The Mind 
Genomics effort is, primarily, to understand the mind of the person 
facing everyday situations.

A Worked Mind Genomics Cartography about Ultra-
processed Foods across Two Countries

The paper presented here grew out of the interest of a broadcasting 
company in the topic of ultra processed foods. During the middle of 
2023 the topic of ultra processed foods and its health and addiction 
ramifications took on a sense of increasing public focus. The reasons 
for the development of the interest are not important. In contrast, 

Year Ultra Processed Food Food as addiction

1920-1990 17,000 17,300

1991-2000 18,100 37,600

2001-2010 18,700 29,000

2011-2020 20,100 116,000

2021-2023 16,400 19,800

Table 1: Google Scholar ‘hits’ for ‘ultra processed food’ and for ‘food as addiction’, 
respectively.
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what emerged as being important was the reaction of ordinary people, 
not necessarily connected with the world of health and food, to the 
types of language that was used when dealing with aspects of ultra 
processed foods.

The Mind Genomics process works through a templated system 
(wwwBimiLeap.com). The objective is to enable anyone in the world 
to use research to ask questions (initial learning) and then to answer 
these questions through an experiment (experiential learning). The 
templated system permits the researcher to ‘fill in the empty spaces’ 
with information, this information comprising questions pertaining 
to a topic, and then answers to those questions. The actual research, 
described in more detail below, combines the answers (messages) 
about a topic, presents these combinations to respondents, obtains 
ratings, and then deconstructs the ratings of the vignette into the 
contributions of the individual elements. In that way, the manner in 
which a person ‘looks at the topic’ often becomes obvious, as will be 
seen below.

The first step is to consider what faces the researcher at the start 
of the effort. Panel A of Figure 1 shows the request for four questions 
pertaining to a topic, questions which in loose terms ‘tell a story’, 

or in more practical terms are simply different aspects or facets of 
a single topic. The left part of the panel shows the request for four 
questions, the right part of the panel shows four questions filled in, 
or more correctly the first few words of the four questions. Panel B 
below shows the same type of template, this time for four answers to 
the first question, the left being blank, the right to be completed by 
the researcher.

During the 15 years that the BimiLeap system was being developed, 
the issue of not knowing much about a topic continued to arise, an 
issue occasionally resulting in some hard and deep thinking, but an 
issue more often leading to frustration, anger, and abandonment of 
the Mind Genomics approach entirely. The reality is that the education 
system around the world is good at teaching people to answer direct 
questions, questions with specific types of information or opinion, but 
not good at teaching people to think in a creative manner. It is the 
inability to think in a constructive manner which continued to emerge 
as the ‘pain point’ of the effort.

Rather than looking at the various papers and press releases 
dealing with ultra-processed foods, the authors began the experiment 
by using artificial intelligence to explore different questions that one 

Figure 1: Panel A (right) shows the template for the four questions and the first parts of the question as filled in (left). Panel B shows the same thing for the first question, requesting four answers 
to that first question.
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could ask about ultra processed foods. The tool used was the Idea 
Coach feature of Mind Genomics (www.BimiLeap.com). The Idea 
Coach enables the researcher to specify a topic as a paragraph, and then 
return with sets of 15 questions, from which the researcher can choose 
up to four to research in the subsequent Mind Genomics experiment. 
The Idea Coach provides the researcher with the ability to select one 
or several questions to explore and is programmed to produce sets 
of 15 questions on the topic when required. The questions emerging 
can be edited, as can the topic paragraph used for the questions. In 
the end, however, the researcher generates four questions through 
the use of Idea Coach. These sets of questions are later returned to 
the researcher in the ‘Idea Book’. The Idea Book features one page for 
each set of 15 questions generated, along with AI summarization of 
the different aspects of the 15 questions, such as themes, innovations, 
etc., providing a unique, focused book on the topic.

Table 1 presents the first set of questions emerging from the topic 
paragraph. The table provides both the actual questions emerging 
from the AI, as well as a summarization of the tables using pre-set 
queries presented to the AI in Idea Coach. The queries summarize the 
patterns resident within the set of questions.

Executing the Study

The actual study itself comprises four questions, and for each 

question, four answers. The underlying experimental design generates 
the structure of the individual vignettes, with each respondent 
evaluating precisely 24 vignettes. The vignettes are set up so that the 
16 elements are presented in a way which defeats attempts to discover 
the pattern. Furthermore, and using as a metaphor the MRI (magnetic 
resonance imaging), the 24 vignettes for each person are different 
from each other, permuted so that the mathematical structure remains 
the same, but the specific combinations differ. Thus, the experimental 
design covers a great deal of the so-called design space, allowing 
the researcher the liberty of exploring the unknown, rather than 
confirming the correctness or incorrectness of a guess based on prior 
knowledge. As noted above, the researcher need not know anything. 
The research itself covers a great deal of the design space, not just 24 of 
the many hundreds of possible combinations. The approach is called a 
permuted design [20].

The particulars of the study are shown in Table 2. Each respondent, 
whether in the US or the UK, was invited to participate by Luc.Id, an 
online panel provider. The respondent was oriented in the study, then 
completed a set of self-profiling questions, including age, gender, and 
then statements about food. AT the bottom of Table 2 is shown the five 
rating questions. The focus here is on the combination of ratin5 5 and 4. 
That combination (R54) shows the ratings pertaining to the respondent 
wanting to stop eating the food, bad upon the message in the vignette.

Table 2: Questions emerging from the topic paragraph, along with additional commentary and interpretation of these questions by AI embedded in the Idea Coach. Each repetition of the Idea 
Coach generates a separate page of questions and AI summarization.

 Questions - Results 1

A Topic:
How do we talk about the positives and negatives of ultra-processed food from the point of view of science and people

B Topic Questions:
What are the scientific studies and evidence that suggest ultra-processed food is linked to negative health outcomes?
How does ultra-processed food contribute to obesity and related health issues?
Are there any potential benefits of consuming ultra-processed food, based on scientific research?
What are the long-term effects of regularly consuming ultra-processed food on human health?
How does the processing of food affect its nutritional value and bioavailability?
Do ultra-processed foods contain any additives or preservatives that could have negative health impacts?
What are the economic implications of the widespread consumption of ultra-processed food?
How might societal factors, such as availability and affordability, influence the consumption of ultra-processed food?
Are there any cultural or social reasons people tend to consume more ultra-processed food?
What strategies can individuals and communities adopt to reduce their consumption of ultra-processed food?
What are the environmental impacts associated with the production and preservation of ultra-processed food?
Can certain populations be more susceptible to the negative health effects of ultra-processed food?
Are there any ways to mitigate the potential negative impacts of ultra-processed food through processing methods or ingredient choices?
How do scientific recommendations concerning ultra-processed food align with public perceptions and behaviors?
What role can education and awareness play in changing people’s attitudes towards ultra-processed food?

C Key Ideas
1. The scientific studies and evidence linking ultra-processed food to negative health outcomes. 
2. The contribution of ultra-processed food to obesity and related health issues. 
3. The potential benefits of consuming ultra-processed food based on scientific research. 
4. The long-term effects of regularly consuming ultra-processed food on human health. 
5. The impact of food processing on its nutritional value and bioavailability. 
6. The presence of additives and preservatives in ultra-processed foods and their potential health impacts. 
7. The economic implications of widespread consumption of ultra-processed food. 
8. The influence of societal factors, such as availability and affordability, on the consumption of ultra-processed food. 
9. The cultural or social reasons that lead to increased consumption of ultra-processed food. 
10. Strategies for individuals and communities to reduce their consumption of ultra-processed food. 
11. The environmental impacts associated with the production and preservation of ultra-processed food. 
12. Certain populations’ susceptibility to the negative health effects of ultra-processed food. 
13. Methods or ingredient choices to mitigate the potential negative impacts of ultra-processed food. 
14. The alignment of scientific recommendations on ultra-processed food with public perceptions and behaviors. 
15. The role of education and awareness in changing attitudes towards ultra-processed food.

http://www.BimiLeap.com
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5. Environmental impacts: 
   - The environmental impacts associated with the production and preservation of ultra-processed food. 
    
6. Alignment and perception: 
   - The alignment of scientific recommendations on ultra-processed food with public perceptions and behaviors.

E Perspectives
Plus factors in the themes: 
- Increased awareness and understanding of the health effects of ultra-processed food can lead to healthier choices and improved overall well-being. 
- Encouraging individuals and communities to reduce their consumption of ultra-processed food can lead to a decrease in obesity rates and related health issues. 
- Exploring methods and ingredient choices to mitigate the negative impacts of ultra-processed food can lead to the development of healthier food options. 
- Understanding the societal and cultural factors that contribute to increased consumption of ultra-processed food can help in designing effective interventions and strategies for behavior 
change. 
 
Minus factors in the themes: 
- The negative health effects of consuming ultra-processed food can contribute to the burden of chronic diseases and healthcare costs. 
- The presence of additives and preservatives in ultra-processed foods can have potential health risks. 
- Widespread consumption of ultra-processed food can have economic implications, such as increased healthcare costs, and a reliance on the food industry for affordable options. 
 
Interesting factors in the themes: 
- The exploration of long-term effects of regularly consuming ultra-processed food on human health can provide insights into the potential risks and impacts on different population groups. 
- Assessing the nutritional value and bioavailability of processed foods can help understand the extent to which processing affects nutrient content and absorption. 
- Investigating the influence of societal and cultural factors on the consumption of ultra-processed food can uncover unique insights into food preferences and habits. 
- Exploring the environmental impacts associated with the production and preservation of ultra-processed food can highlight the need for sustainable food systems.

F What is missing
- Are there any specific examples of ultra-processed foods that are commonly consumed and contribute to negative health outcomes? 
- How do ultra-processed foods compare to minimally processed or unprocessed foods in terms of nutritional content? 
- Are there any regulations or guidelines in place regarding the labeling or marketing of ultra-processed foods? 
- What are the potential psychological or behavioral factors that lead to the consumption of ultra-processed foods? 
- Is there any evidence to suggest that ultra-processed foods can have addictive qualities? 
- How do cooking methods and food preparation techniques contribute to the classification of a food as ultra-processed? 
- Are there any differences in the health effects of consuming ultra-processed foods in children versus adults? 
- Can reducing the consumption of ultra-processed foods lead to improved overall dietary patterns? 
- What are the potential health benefits of consuming minimally processed or unprocessed foods instead of ultra-processed foods?

G Alternative Viewpoints
1. Some argue that the link between ultra-processed food and negative health outcomes is not well-established, and that other factors such as overall diet and lifestyle choices play a more 
significant role. 
2. There is a belief that processed foods can be a convenient and affordable option for people with busy lifestyles, and that the negative health effects can be mitigated through moderation 
and balanced eating habits. 
3. Some argue that technological advancements in food processing have allowed for the production of healthier and more nutritious processed foods, reducing the negative impacts on 
health. 
4. Certain cultural perspectives view ultra-processed food as a symbol of modernization and progress, leading to its increased consumption in some societies. 
5. Some economists argue that the production and consumption of ultra-processed food can have positive economic impacts, such as job creation and increased revenue for food manufac-
turers.

H Interested Audiences
1. Health researchers and professionals would be interested in the first four questions, as they are focused on the scientific evidence and health effects of ultra-processed food. This informa-
tion is crucial for informing public health policies and guidelines. 
 
2. Policy makers and public health advocates would also be interested in the economic implications and societal factors influencing the consumption of ultra-processed food. This knowledge 
can help shape interventions and policies aimed at reducing the consumption of these foods and promoting healthier alternatives. 
 
3. Nutritionists and dietitians would be interested in understanding the nutritional value and bioavailability of processed foods, as well as the potential additives and preservatives they con-
tain. This information can inform dietary recommendations and support individuals in making healthier food choices. 
 
4. Environmentalists and sustainability advocates would be interested in the environmental impacts associated with the production and preservation of ultra-processed food. Understanding 
these impacts can inform discussions on sustainable food systems and promote more environmentally friendly food choices.

D Themes
1. Health effects of ultra-processed food: 
   - The scientific studies and evidence linking ultra-processed food to negative health outcomes. 
   - The contribution of ultra-processed food to obesity and related health issues. 
   - The long-term effects of regularly consuming ultra-processed food on human health. 
   - Certain populations’ susceptibility to the negative health effects of ultra-processed food. 
   - Methods or ingredient choices to mitigate the potential negative impacts of ultra-processed food. 
    
2. Nutritional value and processing: 
   - The impact of food processing on its nutritional value and bioavailability. 
   - The presence of additives and preservatives in ultra-processed foods and their potential health impacts. 
    
3. Societal and cultural factors: 
   - The economic implications of widespread consumption of ultra-processed food. 
   - The influence of societal factors, such as availability and affordability, on the consumption of ultra-processed food. 
   - The cultural or social reasons that lead to increased consumption of ultra-processed food. 
    
4. Strategies for reducing consumption: 
   - Strategies for individuals and communities to reduce their consumption of ultra-processed food. 
   - The role of education and awareness in changing attitudes towards ultra-processed food.
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The actual study requires approximately 3-5 minutes, from 
the orientation to the completion. Most respondents who are not 
professionals simply read the instructions, and respond to the 
vignettes, using the scale. Exit interviews over the years of doing 
Mind Genomics studies reveal that the vast majority of conventional 
respondents don’t feel that they did the study correctly, that they 
guessed, that they stopped ‘caring’ and simply rated based upon 
their first impression. Nonetheless, as will emerge below the data are 
consistent. Despite the consistency, most professionals doing the same 
study find that they are irritated, they cannot ‘discern’ the pattern, 
they feel that they are simply guessing, and report feeling frustrated 
and irritated. Many quit in irritation, some in simple anger. This is the 
same reality which ended up producing the Idea Coach embodiment 
of AI. For respondents, the irritation simply means that there is more 
hope for data from regular people than from professionals who may 
pride themselves n their intellectual acumen, even in the case of 
simple topics such as ultra processed foods.

Analysis by Data Transformation, followed by OLS 
(Ordinary Least Squares Regression)

The analysis of these data begin by first transforming the five-
point rating (bottom of Table 2) into a binary scale, based upon the 

rule that a rating of 5 and 4 are transformed to 100, and a rating of 1,2 
or 3 are transformed to 0. The new binary variable, R54 shows us the 
desire to stop eating the food suggested by the text in the vignette. The 
respondent was presented with different vignettes. When the rating 
was 5 or 4, the vignette was given the aforementioned new value ‘100’, 
to which was added a vanishingly small random number (< 10-5). The 
purpose of the random number is purely prophylactic, viz., to ensure 
that there would be some level of variation in this newly created 
variable, R54.

For the initial analysis of the total panel, a second and new 
binary transformed variable was created, R52. This corresponds to 
the perception that what is read in the vignette describes something 
addictive. R52 takes on the value 100 when the rating is 5 or 2 and 
takes on the value 0 when the rating is 1, 3, or 4. Again, a vanishingly 
small random number is added to the newly created binary variable.

After the creation of the two binary variables, R52 and R52, 
respectively, it is straightforward to relate the presence/absence of the 
16 elements to the newly transformed binary variables. The analysis is 
known as OLS (ordinary least squares) ‘dummy’ regression [21]. The 
independent variables are ‘dummy variables’, being either present or 
absent in a vignette. Neither the regression analysis nor we have any 

5. Public health educators and community organizations would be interested in strategies for reducing the consumption of ultra-processed food. This information can be used to develop 
educational materials, workshops, and community initiatives aimed at promoting healthier eating habits. 
 
6. Lastly, researchers focused on specific populations, such as children or individuals with certain health conditions, may be interested in understanding if certain groups are more susceptible 
to the negative health effects of ultra-processed food. This knowledge can inform targeted interventions and healthcare recommendations for these populations.

I Opposing Audiences
1. Food and beverage industry: They might oppose the topic as it could negatively impact their sales and profits if consumers reduce their consumption of ultra-processed foods.
2. Fast food chains: These businesses heavily rely on ultra-processed foods, so they might oppose any findings or recommendations that discourage their consumption. 
 
3. Consumers with limited access to fresh and whole foods: For individuals who face barriers such as living in food deserts or having limited financial resources; ultra-processed foods may 
be their only affordable or accessible option. 
 
4. Advertising and marketing agencies: These entities might oppose the topic since they play a role in promoting and advertising ultra-processed food products. Negative findings could 
impact their business and clients. 
 
5. Some individuals who prioritize convenience: People who prioritize convenience and timesaving may be resistant to reducing their consumption of ultra-processed foods, as these prod-
ucts are often quick and easy to prepare. 
 
6. Proponents of personal choice and individual freedom: Some individuals may oppose any recommendations or interventions that aim to limit or reduce consumption of specific foods, 
viewing it as an infringement on personal freedom and choice.

J Innovations
1. New or innovative products: 
   - Plant-based alternatives to ultra-processed foods, offering healthier options that contain whole, minimally processed ingredients. 
   - Functional foods that provide added health benefits beyond basic nutrition, such as fortified with vitamins, minerals, or probiotics. 
   - Meal delivery services that focus on providing fresh, non-processed ingredients and detailed cooking instructions to promote home-cooked meals. 
    
2. New or innovative services: 
   - Health coaching or nutrition counseling services specifically designed to help individuals reduce their consumption of ultra-processed foods. 
   - Mobile apps or online platforms that provide personalized meal plans and recipes based on whole, unprocessed ingredients. 
   - Online communities or support groups for individuals looking to reduce or eliminate ultra-processed foods from their diets, providing a sense of community and shared resources. 
    
3. New or innovative experiences: 
   - Farm-to-table experiences or culinary workshops that educate individuals about the benefits of whole, minimally processed foods and teach them how to prepare nutritious meals. 
   - Food tours or events that highlight local, sustainable, and non-processed food options, promoting healthier choices within the community. 
    
4. New or innovative policies: 
   - Mandatory labeling of ultra-processed foods, clearly indicating their nutritional value and potential health risks. 
   - Tax incentives or subsidies for the production and consumption of whole, minimally processed foods to make them more accessible and affordable. 
   - Restrictions or regulations on the marketing and advertising of ultra-processed foods, particularly towards children. 
   - Integration of nutrition education and cooking skills in school curricula to promote healthier eating habits from a young age.
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other information incorporated in this variable, such as magnitude. 
The independent variable, or rather the 16 independent variables, one 
per element, are simply present or absent in each of the 4800 vignettes 
generated by the 200 respondents who evaluated 24 unique vignettes each.

The equation is written as Binary Dependent Variable = k1(A1) + 
k2(A2) … k16(A16)

The foregoing equations summarize the relation between 
the messages or elements under the researcher’s control and the 
respondents rating, after that rating has been transformed to the 
binary scale. The coefficient shows how many points out of 100 can 
be traced to the appearance of the element in the vignette. Again, it is 
impossible for most if not all people to know since each person tests a 
unique set of 24 vignettes and cannot see the pattern.

Statistical analyses suggest that coefficients around 15-16 are 
statistically significant. More important than significance is relevance. 
Coefficients of 21 or higher are deemed relevant, at least operationally, 
showing a strong connection to the scores. Table 3 suggests that no 
elements for R54 (want to quite eating) or R52 (are addicting) perform 
strongly. It may well be that the poor performance of these elements 
emerge because the research has thrown together a random 200 people 

of ‘all types.’ It is always the option of researchers that by breaking 
down the respondents into more meaningful groups, e.g., by whom 
they are, by what they do, by what they believe in general about food 
and health that our low coefficients will increase dramatically.

Before moving to a deeper understanding of R54 (quit eating), it is 
instructive to look at the response times estimated by the weights assigned 
to the 16 elements. The Mind Genomics platform records the number of 
seconds between the presentation of the vignette and the rating assigned 
by the respondent, doing so to the nearest 100th of a second. For many 
respondents who multi-task, the response times van stretch out seconds. 
As a prophylactic step, all response times of 9 seconds or longer are 
brought to the arbitrary value of 9 seconds. Table 3 suggests that all the 
elements exhibit the approximately same response time, estimated to be 
between a low of 0.9 seconds and a high of 1.2 seconds. These are the 
estimated contributions to response time of each of the elements Once 
again we see some but not dramatic differences among elements.

What Drives ‘I Want to Stop Eating’ across Conventional 
Subgroups Defined by Who the Person Is?

The systematic permutation of the experiment design across 
the 200 respondents ensures that a valid statistical analysis by 

Study Title Food Health 

Identification Number of the study: 9142023.Food_H

Date when the study was run: (09/14/2023-09/14/2023)

Number of respondents: 200

Purpose of the study: To find out more about people's views on ultra processed food

Keywords: obesity, diabetes, addiction, ultra processed food

Study info: Please read the material and tell us how you feel

Preliminary question:
Are you concerned with your weight? 
 1=No 2=Sometimes 3=Very Much
Preliminary question:
What are your thoughts on the food industry?
1=They're just trying to make a living 2=They're producing healthy foods 3=They only care about profit
Preliminary question:
How often do you obsess about your weight?
1=Never 2=Occasionally 3=Often 4=All the time
Preliminary question:
What would you do with ultra-processed foods if you knew the health risks?
1=I'd never buy it again 
2=I'd eat it as a treat
 3=It doesn't bother me 
4=I'd carry on eating it, I don't believe the science
Preliminary question:
Talk to me about the topic of food addiction
1=I find myself unable to stop eating even after I’m full
 2=I'm happy to stop consuming a product when I've have enough 
3=Sugary drinks are hard to put down 
4=I can never give up on snacking
Preliminary question:
Where are you from?
1=United States of America 2=United Kingdom
Rating question: (ratings 1 and 2 are the same, but show different language for eating)
 What are your view on ultra processed food
1=I want to continue eating this, I feel it's addictive
2=I don't want to stop eating this, but I feel it’s addictive
3=I can't answer it
4=I want to stop eating this, but i don't feel it’s addictive
5=I want to stop eating this and I feel it’s addictive

Table 3: The study particulars.
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OLS regression can be done for any combination of respondents. 
One standard analysis is done according to the convention geo-
demographics. Table 4 shows the total panel broken out by gender, 
age, and country. To allow the patterns to emerge more clearly, only 
coefficients of 21 or higher are shown. The very strong coefficients, 
those 21 and higher, are shown in shaded cells. When the granularity 
is deepened in terms of ‘who the respondents are’ we end up with 
stronger results, but unfortunately with no clear patterns defined by 
the meaning of the elements. That is, elements stand out in terms of 
their driving power to make a respondent say, ‘I would like to stop 
eating this food’, but there is no clear interpretation of ‘why’.

Emergent Mind-sets Revealed by Clustering the 
Coefficients

A hallmark of Mind Genomics is the focus on emergent mind-
sets at the granular level of the everyday. Many researchers focus 
on mind-sets, with the topic being well explored in the history of 
market segmentation (Reference). The traditional focus of clustering 
into mind-sets has begun from the top down, seeking large groups 
of what is believed to be first order segments. The effort, expense, 
and challenges of interpreting results have pushed so-called 
segmentation studies into the realm of the every expensive, also into 
the realm of what might be considered ‘hallmark studies.’ Doing 
segmentation studies to find out emergent mind-sets for small 

topics of importance to the everyday is simply not in the purview of 
conventional research.

The ease and the low expense, as well as the availability of simple 
DIY (do it yourself) software changes the focus, allowing research 
such as that presented here to reveal these mind-sets at the level of 
the granular, of the everyday. The simple precaution of having every 
respondent evaluate unique sets of 24 vignettes set up by experimental 
design means that it is straightforward to create a model for each 
individual. With 200 respondents, these individuals, each evaluating 
different combinations of vignettes, the statistics end up with 200 
individual-level equations. The coefficients of the equations show how 
the individual element ‘drives’ the desire to stop eating, for each of the 
16 elements, for one respondent.

With 200 respondents, each generating a valid set of 16 coefficients, 
comparable across respondents, comparable across elements, they are able 
use k-means clustering to put the respondents into two and then three, 
or even more groups, such that the people within the group show similar 
patterns of coefficients, whereas the centroid of the groups are quite 
different from each other [22]. The measure of distance use is (1-Pearson 
Correlation(R). The Pearson Correlation, R, shows the strength of the 
linear relation between two sets of objects (e.g., the distance between two 
people based upon the pattern of their 16 coefficients). The clustering is 
totally mathematical, with no effort in interpreting.

Dependent Variable=k1(A1) + k2(A2) … k16(A16)
The model estimated from Total Panel, using all 4800 vignettes estimated the group of 200 respondents.

R
54, I w

ant to 
stop eating this 
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52, I feel this is 

addictive 
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How does ultra-processed food affect our taste preferences and pleasure centers in the brain?

A1 Ultra-processed food hijacks our brain's reward system. 8 18 1.1

A2 Our brain associates the intense flavors with pleasure and happiness. 7 16 1.1

A3 These foods are engineered to stimulate the pleasure centers in our brain, making us want to eat more. 8 18 1.0

A4 The convenience and availability of ultra-processed foods can make them more tempting, overshadowing healthier alternatives. 9 14 1.2

What are the major advantages of ultra-processed foods from a scientific perspective 

B1 Convenience and timesaving: Ultra-processed foods are quick and easy to prepare, saving valuable time in our busy lifestyles. 5 14 1.1

B2 Extended shelf life: Numerous preservatives and additives used in ultra-processed foods help them last longer without spoiling. 6 14 1.0

B3 Consistency: The uniformity in taste, texture, and appearance of these foods provides a predictable and familiar eating experience. 6 15 1.0

B4 Enhanced flavors: Unique combinations of artificial flavors, additives, and high levels of sugar, salt, and fat make these foods highly palatable. 4 14 1.0

How does the consumption of ultra-processed foods affect our nutritional intake and overall health? 

C1 Ultra-processed foods can negatively impact our gut health by altering the balance of healthy gut bacteria. 6 10 0.9

C2 They can lead to chronic inflammation in the body, which is associated with several health issues. 10 12 1.0

C3 Over time, reliance on these foods can lead to nutrient deficiencies and poor overall nutrition. 9 14 0.9

C4 These foods are often highly palatable, leading to overeating and a diminished ability to recognize true hunger cues. 8 11 1.1

How do ultra-processed foods compare to natural foods in terms of their impact on obesity rates and weight management? 

D1 Ultra-processed foods often contain unhealthy fats and excessive sodium, contributing to obesity and weight-related issues. 6 14 1.0

D2 Ultra-processed foods tend to be highly addictive, leading to overconsumption and weight gain. 6 12 0.9

D3 Ultra-processed foods are often high in empty calories, leading to weight gain without providing adequate nutrition. 6 13 1.1

D4 Ultra-processed foods may disrupt the body's natural hormone balance, negatively affecting weight control. 7 12 1.2

Table 4: Additive model showing the coefficients relating the presence/absence of the 16 elements to three responses; want to stop eating (R54), believe it is addictive (R52) and response time 
to the element in seconds. All coefficients were estimated from the Total Panel.
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The ideal is to create two or perhaps three clusters, mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive, based upon the coefficients. These groups 
then become mind-sets. Table 5 presents the data from the two-mind-
set solution emerging from clustering, and then the three-mind-set 
solution. When the clustering operates on the data without attempting 
to ‘tell a story’, at first the data are not particularly impressive. It is 
the job of clustering to put together like-minded people, based solely 
upon the patterns of the coefficients. We should expect nothing less 
than seeing strong performing elements.

The results become far more remarkable when the strong elements 
for each mind-set are put together

Mind Set 1 of 2 – Focus on the composition of ingredients, and 
how the combinations affect our brain.

1. Enhanced flavors: Unique combinations of artificial flavors, 
additives, and high levels of sugar, salt, and fat make these foods 
highly palatable.

2. Convenience and timesaving: Ultra-processed foods are quick 
and easy to prepare, saving valuable time in our busy lifestyles.

3. Extended shelf life: Numerous preservatives and additives used 
in ultra-processed foods help them last longer without spoiling.

4. Consistency: The uniformity in taste, texture, and appearance of 
these foods provides a predictable and familiar eating experience.

5. Our brain associates the intense flavors with pleasure and 

happiness.

6. These foods are engineered to stimulate the pleasure centers in 
our brain, making us want to eat more.

Mind Set 2 of 2 - Focus on the negative effect of ultra-processed 
food on personal health.

1. Over time, reliance on these foods can lead to nutrient 
deficiencies and poor overall nutrition.

2. These foods are often highly palatable, leading to overeating and 
a diminished ability to recognize true hunger cues.

3. They can lead to chronic inflammation in the body, which is 
associated with several health issues.

4. Ultra-processed foods tend to be highly addictive, leading to 
overconsumption and weight gain.

Mind Set 1 of 3 – Focus on the negative effects, especially eating 
patterns. and effects on the body

1. These foods are often highly palatable, leading to overeating and 
a diminished ability to recognize true hunger cues.

2. Ultra-processed foods can negatively impact our gut health by 
altering the balance of healthy gut bacteria.

3. They can lead to chronic inflammation in the body, which is 
associated with several health issues.

Gender Age Country

  Coefficient for Binary Dependent Variable R54 (Want to quit eating these foods) Male Female 17-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+ USA UK

  Base Size 89 111 15 25 67 35 20 38 102 98

Question A: explain how ultra-processed food affects our taste preferences and pleasure centers in the brain?

A1 Ultra-processed food hijacks our brain's reward system. 22

A2 Our brain associates the intense flavors with pleasure and happiness. 22

A3 These foods are engineered to stimulate the pleasure centers in our brain, making us want to 
eat more. 21 29

A4 The convenience and availability of ultra-processed foods can make them more tempting, 
overshadowing healthier alternatives. 26

 Question B: what are the major advantages of ultra-processed foods from a scientific perspective? 

B1 Convenience and timesaving: Ultra-processed foods are quick and easy to prepare, saving 
valuable time in our busy lifestyles. 23 27 31 28 21

B2 Extended shelf life: Numerous preservatives and additives used in ultra-processed foods help 
them last longer without spoiling. 22 22 29

B3 Consistency: The uniformity in taste, texture, and appearance of these foods provides a 
predictable and familiar eating experience. 24 27

B4 Enhanced flavors: Unique combinations of artificial flavors, additives, and high levels of sugar, 
salt, and fat make these foods highly palatable. 24 29 34 21 21

 Question C: how does the consumption of ultra-processed foods affect our nutritional intake and overall health? 

C2 They can lead to chronic inflammation in the body, which is associated with several health issues. - 27

C4 These foods are often highly palatable, leading to overeating and a diminished ability to 
recognize true hunger cues. 23

 Question D: how do ultra-processed foods compare to natural foods in terms of their impact on obesity rates and weight management?
D1 Ultra-processed foods often contain unhealthy fats and excessive sodium, contributing to 

obesity and weight-related issues. 24

D2 Ultra-processed foods tend to be highly addictive, leading to overconsumption and weight gain. 21

Table 5: Additive models for key demographic groups, showing the coefficients relating the presence/absence of the 16 elements to the key transformed binary variable, R54 (want to stop eating). 
Only coefficients equal to or higher than 21 are shown, to allow patterns to emerge more clearly.
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4. Over time, reliance on these foods can lead to nutrient 
deficiencies and poor overall nutrition.

Mind Set 2 of 3 – Focus on scare tactics, using well-known issues.

1. Ultra-processed foods tend to be highly addictive, leading to 
overconsumption and weight gain.

2. Ultra-processed foods are often high in empty calories, leading to 
weight gain without providing adequate nutrition.

3. Ultra-processed foods often contain unhealthy fats and excessive 
sodium, contributing to obesity and weight-related issues.

Mind Set 3 of 3 – Focus on food as giving pleasure and then 
causing addiction.

1. Enhanced flavors: Unique combinations of artificial flavors, 
additives, and high levels of sugar, salt, and fat make these foods 
highly palatable.

2. Convenience and timesaving: Ultra-processed foods are quick 
and easy to prepare, saving valuable time in our busy lifestyles.

3. Our brain associates the intense flavors with pleasure and happiness.

4. Extended shelf life: Numerous preservatives and additives used 
in ultra-processed foods help them last longer without spoiling.

5. Consistency: The uniformity in taste, texture, and appearance of 
these foods provides a predictable and familiar eating experience.

6. These foods are engineered to stimulate the pleasure centers in 
our brain, making us want to eat more.

7. Ultra-processed food hijacks our brain’s reward system.

8. The convenience and availability of ultra-processed foods 
can make them more tempting, overshadowing healthier 
alternatives.

Measuring the Strengths of the Ideas Evaluated in a 
Mind Genomics Study

A continuing issue in the world of Mind Genomics is how one 
can measure the ‘strength’ of the ideas, and by doing so create a way 
to assess one’s own efforts in a particular project such as this study on 
ultra-processed food, or even to measure one’s growth in thinking and 
understanding a specific topic. Rather than having performance be a 
matter of opinion, always an option in science, it might be productive 
to create an index of the strength of the ideas. The operationally 
defined index is presented below, in Tables 6 and 7. The index is named 
IDT, Index of Divergent Thought. The calculations are shown in Table 
6. Simply described, the IDT takes the positive coefficients for Total 
Panel, then for the two-set solution, and then for the three-mind-set 
solution, squares each, and weights the sum of square coefficients by 
the relative number of respondents. Since there are six groups, totaling 
600 respondents, each column has a weight. For example, Mind-Set 
(MS) 1 of 2 comprises 107 respondents, thus having a weight of 0.18. 
The sum of squares for MS 1 of 2 is 5387, so the contribution is 0.18 x 
5387 or 970. Summing the weighted sums of squares produces 4989. 
The square root is 71. That number 71 is the measure of the goodness 
of the thinking, the Index of Divergent thought. The IDT gives a 
metric which takes on meaning over time as researcher explores the 
topic and related topics.

Rating 5 4 --> 100 Makes you want to quit eating these foods MS 1 of 2 MS 2 of 2 MS 1 of 3 MS 2 of 3 MS 3 of 3

Base (number of respondents in this group) 107 93 58 61 81

Question A: explain how ultra-processed food affects our taste preferences and pleasure centers in the brain?

These foods are often highly palatable, leading to overeating and a diminished ability to recognize true hunger cues. 23 26

Ultra-processed foods can negatively impact our gut health by altering the balance of healthy gut bacteria. 25

They can lead to chronic inflammation in the body, which is associated with several health issues. 21 25

Over time, reliance on these foods can lead to nutrient deficiencies and poor overall nutrition. 24 25

Question B: what are the major advantages of ultra-processed foods from a scientific perspective? 

Ultra-processed foods tend to be highly addictive, leading to overconsumption and weight gain. 21 23

Ultra-processed foods are often high in empty calories, leading to weight gain without providing adequate nutrition. 23

Ultra-processed foods often contain unhealthy fats and excessive sodium, contributing to obesity and weight-related issues. 23

Enhanced flavors: Unique combinations of artificial flavors, additives, and high levels of sugar, salt, and fat make these foods highly 
palatable. 28 30

Question C: how does the consumption of ultra-processed foods affect our nutritional intake and overall health? 

Convenience and timesaving: Ultra-processed foods are quick and easy to prepare, saving valuable time in our busy lifestyles. 28 29

Our brain associates the intense flavors with pleasure and happiness. 22 24

Extended shelf life: Numerous preservatives and additives used in ultra-processed foods help them last longer without spoiling. 24 24

Consistency: The uniformity in taste, texture, and appearance of these foods provides a predictable and familiar eating experience. 23 24

Question D: how do ultra-processed foods compare to natural foods in terms of their impact on obesity rates and weight management?

These foods are engineered to stimulate the pleasure centers in our brain, making us want to eat more. 21 23

Ultra-processed food hijacks our brain's reward system. 22

The convenience and availability of ultra-processed foods can make them more tempting, overshadowing healthier alternatives. 21

Table 6: Additive models for mind-sets (clusters), showing the coefficients relating the presence/absence of the 16 elements to the key transformed binary variable, R54 (want to stop eating). 
Only coefficients equal to or higher than 21 are shown, to allow patterns to emerge more clearly.
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Using AI to Interpret the Themes Emerging from the 
Strong Scoring Elements for Each Mind-set

AI Interpretation of themes which stop a person from eating 
ultra-processed foods (coefficients >= 21 for R54)

Mind Set 1 of 3 – Focus on the negative effects, especially 
eating patterns and effects on the body

Interested in:

Convenience and time-saving: Ultra-processed foods are quick 
and easy to prepare, saving valuable time in our busy lifestyles.; Ultra-
processed foods can negatively impact our gut health by altering the 
balance of healthy gut bacteria.; They can lead to chronic inflammation 
in the body, which is associated with several health issues.; Over time, 
reliance on these foods can lead to nutrient deficiencies and poor 
overall nutrition.; These foods are often highly palatable, leading to 
overeating and a diminished ability to recognize true hunger cues.;

Create a label for this segment:

Time-conscious and Health-conscious Consumers

Describe this segment:

This segment consists of individuals who prioritize convenience 
and timesaving in their daily lives. They are attracted to ultra-processed 
foods because they are quick and easy to prepare, allowing them to 
save valuable time. However, their reliance on these foods comes 
with several negative consequences. Firstly, ultra-processed foods can 
negatively affect their gut health by disrupting the balance of healthy 
gut bacteria. This can lead to various digestive issues and potentially 
affect their overall well-being. Secondly, consuming these foods can 
result in chronic inflammation in the body, which is associated with 
a range of health problems. Additionally, individuals in this segment 
may face nutrient deficiencies and poor overall nutrition due to 
the limited nutritional content of ultra-processed foods. Moreover, 
these foods tend to be highly palatable, leading to overeating and a 
diminished ability to recognize true hunger cues. Overall, this segment 
is characterized by a preference for convenience and timesaving, but 
their reliance on ultra-processed foods can negatively impact their 
health and overall nutrition.

Describe the attractiveness of this segment as a target audience:

The target audience for the attributes described in this research 
study would be individuals who value convenience and time-saving 
methods when it comes to their food choices. This segment would 

likely consist of busy individuals or those with hectic lifestyles who 
prioritize efficiency and ease in their daily routines. They would be 
interested in ultra-processed foods that require minimal preparation 
time, allowing them to save valuable time in their packed schedules.

However, it is important to note that while this segment may 
find ultra-processed foods attractive for their convenience, there 
are several negative health implications associated with these types 
of foods. The study suggests that these foods can negatively impact 
gut health, lead to chronic inflammation in the body, and result in 
nutrient deficiencies and poor overall nutrition.

Thus, the attractiveness of this segment as a target audience is 
somewhat compromised by these health concerns. While they may be 
drawn to the convenience and time-saving aspects of ultra-processed 
foods, it is crucial to educate this audience about the potential risks 
and encourage them to prioritize healthier alternatives that provide 
both convenience and nutritional value.

Explain why this segment might not be attractive as a target 
audience:

This segment might not be attractive as a target audience because 
they are likely to prioritize convenience and timesaving over their 
health. They may not be motivated to make dietary changes or 
prioritize their overall well-being. Additionally, their reliance on ultra-
processed foods can lead to negative health consequences such as gut 
health issues, chronic inflammation, nutrient deficiencies, and poor 
nutrition. This suggests that they may not have a strong interest in 
maintaining a healthy lifestyle or may not be receptive to messages 
promoting healthier food choices. Moreover, the fact that these foods 
are highly palatable and can lead to overeating indicates that this 
segment may have difficulty practicing portion control or recognizing 
true hunger cues.

List what is missing or should be known about this segment, in 
question form:

How do ultra-processed foods save time and provide convenience 
compared to other food options?

2. What specific alterations do ultra-processed foods cause in the 
balance of healthy gut bacteria?

3. Which health issues are specifically associated with chronic 
inflammation caused by consuming ultra-processed foods?

4. What are the specific nutrient deficiencies that can arise from 
relying on ultra-processed foods?

Total MS 1 of 2 MS 2 of 2 MS 1 of 3 MS 2 of 3 MS 3 of 3

Sum of Squares of All Positive Coefficients 4525 5387 4672 5280 4474 5734

Average of All Positive Coefficients (sum coefficients/base) 23 50 50 91 73 71

Number of respondents in the column (in the subgroup) 200 107 93 58 61 81

Weight=Proportion of the respondents in the subgroup 0.33 0.18 0.16 0.10 0.10 0.14

Weighted Total (Weight x Sum Total of Squares of All Positive Coefficients) 1493 970 748 528 447 803

IDT=square root of weighted sum of squares 4989 71        

Table 7: Index of Divergent Thought.
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5. How does the high palatability of ultra-processed foods result 
in overeating?

6. What factors contribute to a diminished ability to recognize 
true hunger cues when consuming ultra-processed foods?

List and briefly describe attractive new or innovative products, 
services, experiences, or policies for this segment:

1. Healthy convenience meal kits: These meal kits provide the 
convenience of ultra-processed foods but with a focus on healthier 
ingredients and preparation methods. They could include pre-
packaged, pre-portioned, and pre-prepared ingredients that are 
minimally processed and rich in nutrients.

2. Gut-friendly ultra-processed alternatives: Companies could 
develop ultra-processed foods that are specifically designed to support 
gut health. These products could contain ingredients that promote the 
growth of beneficial gut bacteria, such as prebiotics and probiotics.

3. Anti-inflammatory food options: An innovative approach 
would be to create ultra-processed foods that are formulated to 
have anti-inflammatory properties. These products could contain 
ingredients known for their anti-inflammatory effects, such as certain 
spices, herbs, and plant-based oils.

4. Nutrient-fortified ultra-processed foods: To address the issue 
of nutrient deficiencies, companies could develop ultra-processed 
foods that are enriched with essential vitamins, minerals, and other 
nutrients. This could help individuals maintain adequate nutrient 
intake while consuming these convenient food options.

5. Mindful eating apps and tools: Innovative services could 
include smartphone apps or other tools that help individuals develop 
mindfulness around their eating habits. These apps could provide 
reminders to eat slowly, track hunger and fullness levels, and offer tips 
for recognizing true hunger cues.

6. Personalized nutritional guidance: Services could be developed 
that provide personalized nutritional guidance for individuals who 
rely on ultra-processed foods. This could involve online platforms or 
apps that offer tailored meal plans or recommendations based on an 
individual’s specific dietary needs and goals.

7. Industry regulations and labeling: Policies could be 
implemented that enforce stricter regulations on the labeling of ultra-
processed foods. This could help consumers make more informed 
choices by providing clear information about the nutritional content 
and potential health impacts of these products.

Which messages will interest this segment?
This segment would likely be interested in messages related to 

the negative impacts of ultra-processed foods on their health. They 
may be particularly interested in messages about how these foods can 
negatively impact gut health, contribute to chronic inflammation, and 
lead to nutrient deficiencies and poor overall nutrition. They may 
also be interested in messages about the potential negative effects on 
weight and appetite control, such as overeating and diminished ability 
to recognize true hunger cues.

Mind-Set 2 of 3: Focus on scare tactics using well known issues 

Interested in:

Ultra-processed foods often contain unhealthy fats and 
excessive sodium, contributing to obesity and weight-related 
issues; Ultra-processed foods tend to be highly addictive, leading to 
overconsumption and weight gain; Ultra-processed foods are often 
high in empty calories, leading to weight gain without providing 
adequate nutrition.

Create a label for this segment:

“Processed Food Detractors”

Describe this segment:

This segment of the research study is discussing the attributes 
of ultra-processed foods. The description highlights several negative 
characteristics of these foods. Firstly, it states that ultra-processed foods 
often have unhealthy fats and excessive sodium, which can contribute 
to obesity and weight-related issues. Secondly, it suggests that these 
foods tend to be highly addictive, leading to overconsumption and 
weight gain. Lastly, it mentions that ultra-processed foods are often 
high in empty calories, meaning they provide little to no nutritional 
value and can result in weight gain without meeting the body’s 
nutritional needs. Overall, this segment focuses on the negative 
impacts of ultra-processed foods on weight and overall health.

Describe the attractiveness of this segment as a target audience:

The segment of individuals who consume ultra-processed foods 
may not be considered an attractive target audience from a health-
focused standpoint. This is because these individuals are prone 
to obesity and weight-related issues due to the unhealthy fats and 
excessive sodium present in such foods. Moreover, ultra-processed 
foods tend to be highly addictive, which can lead to overconsumption 
and further weight gain.

Additionally, these foods are often high in empty calories, 
meaning they provide little to no nutritional value while contributing 
to weight gain. Hence, this segment may not be seen as attractive 
from a nutritional standpoint since they are likely to have inadequate 
nutrition despite gaining weight.

However, it is important to note that from a marketing perspective, 
this segment might still have potential as a target audience due to their 
consumption patterns. Ultra-processed foods are commonly accessible 
and widely consumed, therefore indicating a potential market size.

Explain why this segment might not be attractive as a target 
audience:

This segment might not be attractive as a target audience for a few 
reasons.

Firstly, this segment’s consumption of ultra-processed foods 
suggests a lack of awareness or concern about healthy eating habits. 
They may prioritize convenience or taste over the nutritional value of 
their food choices. This preference for unhealthy options may indicate 
a resistance to change or a lack of motivation to adopt healthier 
behaviors. As a result, targeting this segment may require significant 
effort and resources to overcome their existing habits and attitudes 
towards food.
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Additionally, this segment’s tendency to over consume ultra-
processed foods due to their addictive nature poses a challenge. Their 
behavior of overeating can make it harder to promote balanced eating 
habits or promote portion control. It might be challenging to convince 
them to reduce their consumption or change their eating preferences.

Moreover, the fact that ultra-processed foods high in empty 
calories contribute to weight gain without providing adequate 
nutrition is another reason why this segment may not be an attractive 
target audience. Convincing them to prioritize nutrition and the 
long-term health effects of their food choices may be difficult, as their 
current habits suggest a focus on immediate gratification rather than 
the overall quality of their diet.

Overall, the combination of their preference for ultra-processed 
foods, overconsumption, and disregard for adequate nutrition makes 
this segment less attractive as a target audience. Effectively influencing 
their behaviors would require significant effort, resources, and 
potentially a major shift in their attitudes towards food and health.

List what is missing or should be known about this segment, in 
question form:

1. What specific types of ultra-processed foods were included in 
the study’s sample?

2. Did the research study investigate the relationship between 
the consumption of ultra-processed foods and specific weight-
related issues, such as diabetes or cardiovascular diseases?

3. What criteria were used to classify the foods as ultra-
processed?

4. Were there any specific demographic characteristics (age, 
gender, socioeconomic status) of the participants that could 
have influenced the findings?

5. How was the overconsumption of ultra-processed foods 
assessed in the study?

6. Were there any other factors, aside from the addictive 
properties of ultra-processed foods, which could have 
contributed to weight gain in the participants?

7. Did the study consider any potential confounding variables 
that could affect the relationship between ultra-processed 
foods and weight-related issues?

8. Were the participants’ dietary patterns or overall diets 
considered while analyzing the association between ultra-
processed foods and weight gain?

9. How long was the study conducted, and did it examine any 
long-term effects of consuming ultra-processed foods?

10. Did the research study compare the effects of ultra-processed 
foods to those of minimally processed or unprocessed foods 
on weight-related issues?

List and briefly describe attractive new or innovative products, 
services, experiences, or policies for this segment:

1. “Clean Label” Ultra-Processed Foods: These are new products 
that aim to provide ultra-processed foods while minimizing 

the use of unhealthy fats and excessive sodium. These foods 
prioritize natural ingredients and are free from artificial 
additives, appealing to health-conscious consumers who still 
desire the convenience of processed foods.

2. Nutrient-Enriched Ultra-Processed Foods: These innovative 
products add essential nutrients, such as vitamins, minerals, 
and fiber, to ultra-processed foods. By fortifying these 
products, they provide added nutritional value, making them 
a more attractive option for individuals concerned about 
weight gain and inadequate nutrition.

3. Personalized Nutrition Apps: With the rise of smartphone 
technology, personalized nutrition apps can provide 
tailored recommendations and tracking for individuals 
consuming ultra-processed foods. These apps can help users 
make healthier choices within the constraints of their diet 
preferences, providing guidance on portion sizes, healthier 
alternatives, and overall nutritional balance.

4. Reduced-Sodium Ultra-Processed Foods: In response to 
concerns about excessive sodium consumption, innovative 
products are minimizing sodium content in ultra-processed 
foods without sacrificing taste. These new options cater to 
individuals who are concerned about their weight and health 
but still crave the convenience and flavors of processed foods.

5. Regulation of the Ultra-Processed Food Industry: Policy 
changes that aim to regulate and control the production and 
marketing of ultra-processed foods can have a significant 
impact. Introducing stricter labeling requirements, limiting 
advertising to children, and promoting healthier alternatives 
through taxation or subsidies can help steer consumers towards 
more nutritious options and improve overall public health.

Overall, these new and innovative products, services, experiences, 
or policies offer ways to address the negative attributes associated 
with ultra-processed foods. By improving the nutritional profile, 
personalizing choices, and regulating the industry, these options aim 
to promote healthier eating habits and combat the obesity and weight-
related issues often associated with ultra-processed foods.

Which messages will interest this segment?
This segment may be interested in messages that highlight the 

negative impact of ultra-processed foods on health and weight-
related issues. They might be particularly interested in messages that 
emphasize the unhealthy fats, excessive sodium, and empty calories 
found in these foods, which can contribute to obesity and lack of 
proper nutrition. They may also respond to messages that mention the 
addictive nature of ultra-processed foods, leading to overconsumption 
and weight gain.

Mindset 3 of 3: Focus on food as giving pleasure and then 
causing addiction

Interested in:

Ultra-processed food hijacks our brain’s reward system.; Our brain 
associates the intense flavors with pleasure and happiness.; These foods 
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are engineered to stimulate the pleasure centers in our brain, making 
us want to eat more.; Convenience and time-saving: Ultra-processed 
foods are quick and easy to prepare, saving valuable time in our busy 
lifestyles.; Extended shelf life: Numerous preservatives and additives 
used in ultra-processed foods help them last longer without spoiling.; 
Consistency: The uniformity in taste, texture, and appearance of these 
foods provides a predictable and familiar eating experience.; Enhanced 
flavors: Unique combinations of artificial flavors, additives, and high 
levels of sugar, salt, and fat make these foods highly palatable.;

Create a label for this segment:

“Ultra-Processed Food Lovers”

Describe this segment:

This segment of the research study focuses on the various attributes 
of ultra-processed foods. It highlights how these foods can hijack 
our brain’s reward system by associating intense flavors with pleasure 
and happiness. The engineered nature of ultra-processed foods is 
emphasized, as they are specifically designed to stimulate the pleasure 
centers in our brain, leading to a desire to consume more of these foods.

The convenience and time-saving aspect of ultra-processed 
foods is discussed, as they are quick and easy to prepare, catering to 
busy lifestyles. Additionally, the use of numerous preservatives and 
additives in these foods allows for an extended shelf life, preventing 
them from spoiling quickly.

Consistency is another attribute mentioned, pointing out that 
ultra-processed foods deliver a predictable and familiar eating 
experience in terms of taste, texture, and appearance. This ensures a 
consistent consumer experience with these foods.

Furthermore, the enhanced flavors of ultra-processed foods are 
elaborated upon, with the inclusion of artificial flavors, additives, and 
high levels of sugar, salt, and fat. These combinations make these foods 
highly palatable, further contributing to their appeal.

Overall, this segment of the research study provides a 
comprehensive description of the attributes associated with ultra-
processed foods, highlighting their impact on the brain’s reward 
system, convenience, shelf life, consistency, and their palatability due 
to enhanced flavors.

Describe the attractiveness of this segment as a target audience:

The attractiveness of this segment as a target audience is likely to 
be high. The description highlights several factors that make ultra-
processed foods appealing to consumers. The fact that these foods 
hijack the brain’s reward system and create associations with pleasure 
and happiness suggests that individuals are likely to have a strong 
desire for these products.

The convenience and time-saving aspect of ultra-processed foods 
also makes them attractive to busy individuals who are looking for 
quick and easy meal options. This aligns with the busy lifestyles of 
many people today and can be highly appealing for those who are 
pressed for time.

Additionally, the extended shelf life provided by preservatives and 
additives makes these foods appealing to those who want their meals 

to last longer without spoiling. This can be particularly beneficial for 
individuals who prioritize budgeting or minimizing grocery shopping 
trips.

The consistency in taste, texture, and appearance of ultra-
processed foods provides a predictable and familiar eating experience, 
which can be attractive to those who seek comfort or are resistant to 
change. Similarly, the unique combinations of flavors and high levels 
of sugar, salt, and fat enhance the palatability of these foods, appealing 
to individuals who crave rich and indulgent tastes.

Overall, the attractiveness of this segment lies in the combination 
of factors that make ultra-processed foods highly desirable. From 
the pleasure-inducing effects on the brain to the convenience and 
consistency they offer, these attributes make them an appealing target 
audience for marketers.

Explain why this segment might not be attractive as a target 
audience:

This segment might not be attractive as a target audience because 
the attributes mentioned are associated with negative health effects. 
The fact that ultra-processed foods hijack our brain’s reward system 
and stimulate the pleasure centers in our brain may lead to overeating 
and contribute to unhealthy eating habits. The extended shelf life and 
convenience of these foods may promote a sedentary lifestyle and 
discourage the consumption of fresh, nutritious food. Additionally, 
the high levels of artificial flavors, additives, sugar, salt, and fat in ultra-
processed foods can be detrimental to one’s health and contribute 
to obesity, diabetes, heart disease, and other chronic conditions. 
Therefore, targeting this segment may not align with promoting a 
healthy and balanced lifestyle.

List what is missing or should be known about this segment, in 
question form:

1. What are the potential negative health impacts of consuming 
ultra-processed foods?

2. Are there any regulations in place regarding the use of 
preservatives and additives in ultra-processed foods?

3. How do ultra-processed foods compare in nutritional value to 
unprocessed or minimally processed foods?

4. Are there any specific ultra-processed foods that have been 
linked to particular health concerns?

5. What are the long-term effects of regularly consuming ultra-
processed foods?

6. Are there any alternative options or healthier alternatives to 
ultra-processed foods?

7. Are there any differences in the effects of ultra-processed 
foods on various age groups or populations?

8. How do personal preferences and cultural factors influence 
the consumption of ultra-processed foods?

9. Is there a correlation between the increasing availability and 
consumption of ultra-processed foods and rising rates of 
certain health conditions?
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10. What strategies can be implemented to reduce the 
consumption of ultra-processed foods in society?

List and briefly describe attractive new or innovative 
products, services, experiences, or policies for this segment:

1. Healthier alternatives to ultra-processed foods: Companies 
can develop innovative products that offer a healthier 
alternative to ultra-processed foods. This can include ready-
made meals or snacks that are made with natural ingredients, 
lower in sugar, salt, and fat, and free from artificial additives.

2. Personalized meal planning services: Services that provide 
personalized meal plans based on individual preferences 
and nutritional needs can help people make healthier food 
choices. These services can also include pre-prepared meals 
that are made with fresh, whole foods and are delivered to the 
customer’s doorstep.

3. Mindful eating apps: Mobile applications that promote 
mindful eating can help individuals overcome the intense 
cravings for ultra-processed foods by providing tools and 
techniques to manage emotional eating and develop healthier 
eating habits. These apps can include features such as guided 
meditation, food diaries, and tips for healthier snacking.

4. Education and awareness campaigns: Policies that focus on 
educating the public about the negative effects of consuming 
ultra-processed foods and raise awareness about healthier 
alternatives can be effective in encouraging people to make 
healthier food choices. This can include campaigns through 
various media channels, public health programs, and 
collaboration with schools and community organizations.

5. Strategic placement of healthy options: Policy measures 
that ensure healthy food options are readily available and 
prominently displayed in supermarkets, cafeterias, and other 
food retail establishments can make it easier for individuals to 
choose healthier alternatives instead of ultra-processed foods. 
This can involve collaborations with food retailers to promote 
and highlight nutritious options.

6. Promotion of home cooking: Encouraging and supporting 
home cooking through policies that provide incentives, such 
as tax breaks or subsidies for purchasing fresh ingredients or 
kitchen equipment, can empower individuals to prepare their 
meals using whole and unprocessed ingredients. This can also 
be complemented by educational programs that teach cooking 
skills and provide recipe ideas for quick and healthy meals.

7. Labeling and transparency: Policies that mandate clear and 
easy-to-understand labeling on food packaging can help 
individuals make informed choices by providing information 
about the level of processing, artificial additives, and 
nutritional content. This can empower consumers to select 
healthier options and avoid ultra-processed foods.

8. Community gardens and urban farming initiatives: Creating 
community gardens or supporting urban farming initiatives 
can promote access to fresh and local produce, making it 

easier for individuals to incorporate healthier foods into their 
diets. These initiatives can also foster community engagement 
and social connections around food.

Which messages will interest this segment?
1. “Discover how ultra-processed foods can hijack your brain’s 

reward system.”

2. “Learn how the intense flavors of ultra-processed foods can 
bring pleasure and happiness.”

3. “Uncover the science behind how ultra-processed foods 
stimulate the pleasure centers in your brain, making you crave 
more.”

4. “Save valuable time with quick and easy-to-prepare ultra-
processed foods.”

5. “Enjoy the extended shelf life of ultra-processed foods, thanks 
to preservatives and additives.”

6. “Experience the consistency in taste, texture, and appearance 
of ultra-processed foods for a predictably satisfying meal.”

7. “Indulge in the enhanced flavors of ultra-processed foods, 
with unique combinations of artificial flavors, additives, and 
high levels of sugar, salt, and fat.”

Discussion and Conclusions
The history of social attitudes is a long and complex one. Only in 

the last century has the world of researching social attitudes emerged 
with new ideas. Hallowed approaches such as focus groups, surveys 
about topics, public opinion polls and now text mining of the available 
literature and press have provided much of what we know about how 
people feel. One need only visit the library to get a sense of the depth 
of knowledge that was acquired by researchers of the time. And, for 
those projects not guaranteeing a book, there are always the papers in 
the journals of then and now, for these shorter efforts.

At the same time, however, during the past fifty years the harder 
sciences, including psychology, have migrated away from books 
to journals, with the style of short, focused reports. These papers 
are less readable, more stylized, representing a new way to present 
information. This new way is considered to be professional because it 
focuses on a topic, presets a relevant literature review, an appropriate 
experiment, statistical analysis, and then discussion and conclusions.

When we compare the traditional studies of social and psychological 
issues to the shorter, focused, reports about experimental studies, we 
find far more flexibility in the harder sciences. The flexibility is not so 
much in the way the data are reported as the ability to carve out a piece 
of the world, and study it, focusing deeply on manipulating the piece 
of world and then measuring it. Social and traditional psychology 
research does not have that desirable capability.

The introduction of Mind Genomics adds a new dimension to 
social and attitudinal research. The underlying worldview of Mind 
Genomics is a combination of focus on the everyday, along with 
experimentation. Rather than asking the respondent to give an 
opinion, e.g., about desire to stop eating foods or the belief that the 
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food is addictive, Mind Genomics actually does an experiment, to 
identify which particular messages, if any, drive the perception. As 
such, Mind Genomics brings social research to a new direction, where 
the topics of the everyday can be more deeply explored, with a richness 
of information. Rather than having to infer much of the richness from 
pulling together a picture from disparate sources, the Mind Genomics 
‘program’ in its scientific meaning creates a matrix of direct knowledge 
from the responses of people to relevant stimuli. Indeed, the strong 
performing elements from Mind-Sets 1 of 3, 2 of 3, and 3 of 3, present 
to us information in a direct format, information that would have to 
be distilled from far more effortful, less direct source of information.

To conclude, therefore, this paper suggests that issues of 
attitudes can be straightforwardly investigated by experiments, using 
cognitively rich stimuli, in a manner that cannot be gamed, and in 
a fashion which immediately reveals the nature of people, and th 
different types of thinking about the same problem, not by those who 
are measurably different, but by those who think differently about the 
same micro-topic.
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